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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Cellular signaling pathways are controlled by networks of biomolecular interactions that process signals from environmental cues ([@bib44], [@bib8], [@bib56]). These molecular networks give rise to nonlinear dynamic processes that are difficult to explain and predict using reductionist methods ([@bib1]). Mathematical models of cellular signaling pathways have become commonplace to gain insights and describe the molecular mechanisms that control cellular processes ([@bib27], [@bib54], [@bib3]). In general, these models continue to grow in size and complexity, which makes the exploration of network structure and dynamics increasingly challenging. Visualization tools present one effective way to explore network processes and acquire conceptual insights about signal-execution mechanisms. In addition, visualization tools can facilitate the detection of execution patterns and aid in hypothesis generation for experimental validation. However, most tools focus on static single-resolution network representations of models and generally lack support to visualize model dynamics. Therefore, there is an unmet need for tools that facilitate multi-resolution visualizations of model networks and simulated dynamics.

Numerous tools have been developed to visualize network representations of models that capture relationships between model components. Some examples include molecular species networks ([@bib7]), hierarchical species networks ([@bib51]), species-reactions networks ([@bib57]), contact maps ([@bib33], [@bib10], [@bib12]), model-defined rules ([@bib10], [@bib12]), and rule-based networks ([@bib59], [@bib16]), among many others ([@bib42], [@bib61], [@bib15]). Although these tools have been highly useful within their domains, they exhibit limitations when it comes to visualizing the structures of increasingly complex networks with an ever-larger number of nodes and edges labels. Moreover, standalone visualization tools can be difficult to incorporate into model-building and analysis workflows, further compounding the lack of reproducibility in analysis pipelines.

Identifying reactions that drive cellular processes is central to dynamic network analysis, yet it is highly challenging without visualization tools to facilitate an intuitive understanding of the signal execution mechanisms. A handful of tools to visualize dynamic network processes have been published, notably COPASI ([@bib7]) and the Kappa Dynamic Influence Network (KDIN) ([@bib24]). COPASI uses a network in which nodes represent biochemical species and edges represent biochemical interactions. Species concentrations obtained from a simulation are encoded in the size of the box around the network nodes. Kappa employs a network in which nodes are the model rules and the edges indicate that the rules have common reactant or product species. KDIN quantitatively represents the temporal influence that each biochemical rule exerts on other rules. Although both tools yield useful information about dynamic network processes, information about the reactions that drive the dynamic consumption and production of different biomolecules, essential to understanding signal execution mechanisms, is not easily obtained. In addition, these tools have been developed for software-specific environments, thus limiting their use in general modeling and analysis workflows.

In this work we tackle three main visualization challenges that, we believe, will accelerate the conceptual understanding of biological network processes: (1) develop legible and comprehensible visualizations of increasingly large networks; (2) generate intuitive dynamic network visualizations of model simulations; and (3) facilitate the integration of visualizations into model building and analysis pipelines. To tackle these challenges, we developed Python Visualization of Processes and Reactions (PyViPR), a Python-based framework that provides multiple static and dynamic representations of biological processes. Importantly, PyViPR unifies tools typically used in isolation, enables access to community-detection algorithms, and encodes model simulations into node and edge attributes, thus enabling the study of network dynamics at multiple resolutions. PyViPR embeds all its visualization and analysis capabilities within Jupyter Notebooks ([@bib40]) to facilitate reproducibility and dissemination of model analysis pipelines. PyViPR currently supports the rendering of rule-based models declared in the PySB framework ([@bib45]), BioNetGen (BNG) ([@bib33]), and Kappa language ([@bib10]), as well as models encoded in the SBML format ([@bib35]), thus providing a general tool to visualize models of biochemical network processes. In what follows we describe PyViPR\'s design and implementation, followed by a demonstration of key PyViPR capabilities in the exploration of cellular signal processing.

Results {#sec2}
=======

PyViPR Overview {#sec2.1}
---------------

PyViPR is a Python package that operates within the Jupyter notebooks environment ([@bib40]). In this manner, PyViPR takes full advantage of a Literate Programming paradigm ([@bib41]), which enables the definition of both code and documentation concurrently and allows users to develop shareable workflows for model definition, visualization, and analysis. PyViPR leverages the capabilities of PySB to generate model objects, import models from BNGL and SBML formats, and provide simulation-based results for dynamic visualization. In addition, PyViPR integrates Cytoscape.js ([@bib26]), a well-established JavaScript library for graph visualization, into the Python environment to interactively render static and dynamic visualization of model networks. Therefore, PyViPR merges software packages that would traditionally be used in isolation onto a common modeling environment. Further, PyViPR benefits from community-driven software development, and improvements made to any of its software dependencies are automatically accrued by the framework. PyViPR encourages community-driven collaboration through its open-source philosophy built around GitHub: <https://github.com/LoLab-VU/PyViPR>.

A typical PyViPR workflow comprises the following steps. First, a supported model file is passed to one of the PyViPR visualization functions. PyViPR then uses NetworkX ([@bib32]) to convert the model components into graph nodes and edges. The user could then simplify the graph through community detection (e.g., with the Louvain algorithm \[[@bib9]\]) on the NetworkX graph object. The software will then create a compound node and place all the nodes from a community within it. For dynamic visualization, PyViPR maps the simulated species concentrations and reaction data to node and edge properties. The resulting NetworkX graph is transferred to cytoscape.js via a JSON dictionary and rendered real-time in a Jupyter notebook for visualization. We note that the user can interact with all graph objects in a Jupyter notebook rendering to, e.g. change the layout, groupings, or placement of a given graph.

PyViPR supports visualization of the two main approaches used to build chemical kinetics models of cellular regulatory networks. In the first approach, reaction networks are generated by enumerating all the molecular species and reactions that can occur in a cellular process. This reaction network can then be translated into a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) or stochastic equations ([@bib4]). In the second approach, rule-based modeling formalisms ([@bib23], [@bib10], [@bib45]) are used to circumvent the need to enumerate all the species and reactions by hand. In these formalisms, species are defined as structured objects that can have binding and state sites, and reaction rules define interactions between specific domains or binding sites on a given species. Then, rule-based modeling tools automatically generate a reaction network by identifying all possible species that have the conditions required to undergo the interaction defined in a rule. PyViPR supports visualization of both model encodings through a Tellurium ([@bib13]) interface for reaction network models and a PySB ([@bib45]) interface for rule-based models.

In addition to biochemical network visualization, PyViPR supports the following graph formats widely used in the systems-biology community: GraphML, SIF, SBGN XML, Cytoscape JSON, GEXF, GML, and YAML. Additionally, rendered graphs in a Jupyter Notebook can be downloaded in the following formats: PNG, SIF, GraphML, and JSON.

Design Choices for PyViPR {#sec2.2}
-------------------------

Numerous approaches have been developed to visualize temporal networks. Beck et al. ([@bib6]) surveyed a range of existing tools and derived a taxonomy based on temporal representation, either as an animation or as a static timeline. From this perspective, PyViPR would be classified as a hybrid visualization that uses the node-edge paradigm to visualize networks, an animation for visual representation of time, and superimposition of pie charts embedded in nodes as well as edges width and color, to represent the temporal changes in species concentration and reaction flux, respectively. PyViPR was designed with the following visualization goals:G.1 Highlight functionally related species by grouping them in compound nodes.G.2 Understand how a signal is executed in a biochemical network and how it depends on parameter values.G.3 Provide easy-to-use interactive visualizations for investigating the topology and simulation results of biochemical models.

Murray et al. ([@bib48]) identify a task taxonomy for biological pathways analysis across three categories: attribute, relation, and modification tasks. PyViPR specifically supports attribute tasks, to obtain information about a species node, and relationship tasks to identify types of relationships between nodes (e.g. protein binding, protein translocation), the direction of nodes interactions, and grouping relationships (e.g. model compartments, communities). With respect to the temporal features tasks described in the task taxonomy of network evolution analysis by Ahn et al. ([@bib2]), PyViPR focuses on the temporal features of aggregated events. More specifically, PyViPR aims to make it easy to observe at any point in time, the reaction rates that have a higher flux than other reactions.

To satisfy the design criteria introduced above, we made the following design choices:DC.1 Employ node-link diagrams for all static and dynamic visualizations to show interactions between model components. We decided to use node-link diagrams because they are commonly used by biology experimentalists ([@bib18], [@bib11]) and computational modelers ([@bib48]) and that would facilitate the interpretation and communication of results.DC.2 Dynamically map simulated species concentrations and reaction rates values onto pie charts embedded within nodes and edge color and width, respectively. Our main goal is to clearly show the reactions that carry most flux and drive the behavior of the system over time. Therefore, we followed the design principles for the representation of flow quantity and direction discussed by Bernhard et al. ([@bib36]) and used color brightness to represent reaction flow quantity on edges.DC.3 Include search mechanisms, multiple layout options, zoom and grouping functionality to organize model components, and focus on important details, thus enabling interactive exploration of complex biological networks.

Network Creation from Multiple Model Components {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------

PyViPR supports visualization of multiple model components, including molecular species, reactions, rules, compartments, macro functions ([@bib45]), and modules comprising independent model elements ([@bib45]). These components are depicted by either *simple nodes*, which are fundamental units in a graph ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), or *compound nodes*, which can contain children nodes and are used to group simple nodes with shared attributes or through user-defined groupings. Interactions between these different model components correspond to unidirectional or bidirectional reactions and are represented by arrows ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 1PyViPR Visual Encodings(A) Node types used for visualizations as labeled.(B) Edge types used for interactions: *unidirectional interactions* (left) are depicted with a unidirectional arrow and represent irreversible biochemical reactions. *Bidirectional interactions* (middle) are depicted with bidirectional arrows and represent reversible reactions. Arrows fill state indicate directionality from reactant (hollow) to product (solid) species. Solid bidirectional arrows represent bidirectional interactions lacking directionality information. *Modifier reaction* (right) are depicted with an arrow tail shaped with a hollow diamond and a solid arrow head and represent reactions where the species is both a reactant and a product of the reaction.(C) Pie charts embedded within nodes indicate the concentration of a species relative to its maximum value in the simulation.(D) Color shade of arrows indicate the fractional reaction flux for interactions.

To create a bipartite network, PyViPR first obtains the list of species and rules/reactions from a model and adds them as nodes to the network. Then, PyViPR uses edges to connect species nodes with their respective rule/reaction node. To reduce the network resolution a bipartite graph can be projected onto a unipartite graph that contains only the species or rules/reactions nodes (see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A---Unipartite graph). This unipartite species graph can then be organized by grouping the species nodes using the biological compartments on which they are located (See [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A---Compound graph). Similarly, a unipartite rules graph can be grouped by the macro functions used to create them or the model modules where they are defined. This allows users to interactively explore and revise the model network topology at different resolutions. For a complete list of the different model components that can be visualized in a network see [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

A key feature in PyViPR is the use of community detection algorithms to automatically cluster nodes and thereby simplify network complexity. For example, the Louvain method detects communities by optimizing the graph modularity. In this method, optimization is achieved by first iterating over all nodes and assigning each node to a community that results in the greatest local modularity increase, then each small community is grouped into one node and the first step is repeated until no modularity increase can occur ([@bib9]). As a result, the Louvain algorithm finds groups of highly connected nodes that could have similar biological functions or represent molecular-complex formation processes ([@bib25]) (design goal 1). Other community detection algorithms based on label propagation ([@bib55], [@bib14]), fluid communities ([@bib52]), and centrality ([@bib29]) methods are also available in PyViPR. Alternatively, users can also manually define clusters of nodes interactively for a "human in the loop" type optimization ([@bib17], [@bib34]). Taking advantage of the PySB interface to BioNetGen, we also incorporated (1) compact rule visualization, (2) atom-rule graph, and (3) tunable compression pipeline as implemented by Sekar et al. ([@bib58]) into the PyViPR workflow to enable a more thorough and complete visualization of large rule-based models.

Dynamic Visualization in PyViPR {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------

PyViPR supports dynamic visualization of deterministic and stochastic model simulations (See [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). This visualization mode uses a unipartite network (Design Choice DC.1) in which nodes represent model species and edges represent reactions between the species. Species concentrations and reaction rates are encoded into the properties of nodes and edges, respectively (Design Choice DC.2).

To represent temporal concentration changes during a simulation, we embedded pie charts within the graph species nodes. Pie chart slices within each node depict the species concentration relative to the maximum amount attained throughout the simulation. Pie chart slices are updated at each time point during animation ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Absolute species concentrations at a given time point are also accessible as tooltips through a click-hold gesture on a species node.

PyViPR aims to highlight reactions with high rates of consumption or production, as these can drive complex network processes (Design Goal 2). To attain this goal, simulated reaction rates are encoded on both the color shade and the thickness of arrows that connect interacting species. For each species PyViPR obtains its related reactions and then calculates the fractional flux of each reaction using a normalization function:$$f_{i,c}\left( t \right) = \frac{r_{i,c}\left( t \right)}{\sum_{j = 1}^{n}{r_{j,c}\left( t \right)}}$$where $r_{i,c}$ is the reaction rate value at a specific time point, *n* is the number of reactions, and the sub-index *c* indicates the type of reaction (consumption or production). Fractional fluxes are then linearly mapped to a color shade ranging from low (light shade) to high (dark shade) flux representations ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition, reaction rate values, relative to their maximum value throughout the simulation, are represented by edge thickness. Absolute reaction rate values for each interaction and at any given time point are also accessible as tooltips using the click-hold gesture.

Exploration of a Biological Process with PyViPR: Apoptosis Execution {#sec2.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To illustrate the visualization capabilities of PyViPR, we use the Extrinsic Apoptosis Reaction Model (EARM v2.0) ([@bib45]) to perform an exploratory analysis of the receptor-mediated apoptosis signaling network. Briefly, EARM v2.0 describes the biochemical interactions from an initial death ligand cue to a cleaved PARP response. Initiator caspases trigger interactions among the Bcl-2 family of proteins that lead to mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP). MOMP, in turn, propagates the signal to effector caspase activation and PARP cleavage. EARM is a sizable model that comprises 74 molecular species, 127 parameters, 62 rules, and 100 reactions. We explored the EARM network using the following steps: (1) visualization of the apoptosis species-rules bipartite network; (2) application of the Louvain community detection algorithm to functionally cluster species nodes; (3) study of the simulation dynamics at a coarse-grained community level; and (4) identification of molecular targets that modulate model behavior.

Multiresolution Visualization and Exploration of EARM {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------------------------------

We wanted to study the architecture of the network defined in EARM to find insights about molecular organization and function in apoptosis execution. We first visualized a species-rules bipartite network ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel). However, this network is difficult to explore, as no discernible structures are readily apparent. We then projected the species-rules bipartite graph onto a species unipartite graph and clustered highly connected nodes using the Louvain algorithm ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). These communities can also be further collapsed to obtain the EARM communities graph, a coarse-grained representation of the apoptosis pathway ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel).Figure 2Multiresolution Visualization of a Reaction Network*Upper panel*: EARM species rules bipartite graph. Green nodes represent molecular species with initial condition set to zero, cyan nodes are species with nonzero initial conditions, and red nodes represent rules defined in the model. *Middle panel*: EARM species graph obtained from projecting the bipartite graph into a unipartite graph. Densely connected nodes have been automatically grouped into communities detected with the Louvain algorithm. *Lower panel*: EARM communities graph obtained by collapsing each communities into a single node. Community node names are assigned by the species with the highest number of interactions within its community. All edges correspond to interactions between species nodes as specified in the EARM model.

The Louvain community detection algorithm identified nine communities, numbered 0--8, which is summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (see [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Briefly, these communities capture biologically relevant and functional processes throughout the apoptosis pathway. Community 1, describing Caspase 8 activation and Bid truncation, is linked with Communities 3 and 4, the starting points for type I and type II cellular apoptosis, respectively ([@bib50]). Interestingly, Mcl-1, a potent apoptosis inhibitor, was placed in a separate community from all the other Bcl-2 inhibitors, highlighting its unique inhibitory interactions that have been well documented ([@bib65]). Community 4 is also connected to Communities 5 and 8 that correspond to Bak and Bax activation, polymerization, and pore formation, respectively. These communities capture mitochondrial regulation events that lead to eventual MOMP formation in type II apoptosis execution ([@bib37], [@bib66]). These MOMP-related communities are connected to Communities 2 and 7, which correspond to MOMP-driven release of cytochrome c and Smac from the mitochondria. Finally, these communities connect to Community 3, which corresponds to the activation of executioner Caspase 3 (C3) and subsequent PARP cleavage, which signals that the cell has executed apoptosis. As shown, C3 can be directly activated by Caspase 8 (C8) (type I) or by the apoptosome formed after cytochrome c is released via MOMP (type II).Table 1Summary of the Biological Functions Enclosed in Each CommunityCommunity NumberApoptosis SubprocessReferences0Ligand-receptor interactions that lead to the DISC formation and regulation by Flip[@bib53]1Initiator Caspase 8 activation by DISC and Caspase 6 and subsequent truncation of Bid by activated Caspase 8[@bib38]2Release of cytochrome C through mitochondrial Bax and Bak pores[@bib28]3Activation and regulation of effector Caspase 3, formation of apoptosomes, and cleavage of PARP[@bib68]4Bcl-2 family of interactions responsible for translocation of Bax to the mitochondria by mitochondrial Bid (mBid) and inhibition of Bax, Bak, and mBid by BclxL and Bcl2[@bib37], [@bib66]5Formation of mitochondrial Bax pores[@bib5], [@bib63]6Mcl1 inhibition of pro-apoptotic proteins[@bib65]7Release of Smac through mitochondrial Bax and Bak pores and its subsequent inhibition by XIAP[@bib19]8Formation of mitochondrial Bak pores[@bib63], [@bib20]

The Louvain algorithm also led to some interesting observations regarding molecular interactions. For example, Caspase 3, the effector caspase, is the species with the highest within-community node degree, indicating that it is a highly regulated protein in apoptosis execution. Also, mBid has the highest number of interactions across communities, indicating that it plays a key regulatory role in apoptosis execution.

Taken together, we find that Louvain community detection could be used as an interactive "coarse-graining" methodology to automatically group biochemical interactions, simplify mechanism exploration, and identify important proteins within a biochemical network.

Parameter Sets Fit Experimental Data but Yield Different Network Dynamics {#sec2.7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the advantages of dynamic visualization, we calibrated EARM to previously published time course experimental data ([@bib60]) using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm ([@bib39]). Ten thousand PSO runs were carried out, which resulted in 6,572 parameter sets with an error $\leq$ 2.8 (See [Methods](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} section for details). It is well established that multiple parameter sets can fit experimental data equally well, due to parameter unidentifiability and model sloppiness ([@bib31]). To explore the mechanistic implications of different parameter sets on EARM execution, we compared the dynamics generated by two different parameter sets, labeled Parameter Set 1 (PS1) and Parameter Set 2 (PS2) ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as described below.

We hypothesized that these two parameter sets with different kinetic parameter values would yield distinct signal mechanisms. Thus, we first asked whether a trajectory plot of tBid dynamics could yield useful mechanistic information about apoptosis execution with different parameter sets. As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, both parameter sets generated tBid trajectories that were essentially indistinguishable, yielding no mechanistic information from the two distinct parameter sets. We then employed the EARM communities graph to compare the global dynamic signal execution for both parameter sets. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B shows three time points in signal execution for PS1 (upper panel) and PS2 (lower panel). As shown, there is little activity between communities in both parameter sets in the early time points ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B left). However, for PS1 at t = 4040s we observe that Community 1, which regulates C8 activation, exhibits increased flux toward Community 3, which controls C3 activation. This indicates that C3 is being activated by C8. Despite the activation of the effector Caspase, apoptosis does not take place because the antiapoptotic XIAP inhibits active C3 activity. Community 4, which regulates mBid, also exhibits increased signal flux toward the Community 8 (active Bax regulation), indicating that the pores formed in the mitochondria are dominated by Bax oligomerization.Figure 3Dynamic Visualization of EARM at Different ResolutionsPanel (A) includes three plots of the simulated tBid and the experimental data used for calibration. Gray lines correspond to the experimental data with error bars indicating the standard deviation. Arrows indicate the concentration level at the corresponding time point. The time points shown here are the same ones used to obtain snapshots of the dynamic visualization in the following panels. Panel (B) shows, for PS1 and PS2, the global reaction flow dynamics between the communities detected with the Louvain algorithm. Panel (C) shows, for PS1 and PS2, the temporal changes in the strength of the interactions between mitochondrial Bid and the anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic proteins. Pie chart slices within the nodes show the concentration of a species relative to the maximum amount of the concentration attained across all time points of the simulation. Edges color shade and thickness represent the fractional flux and relative reaction value, respectively.

PS2 also exhibited increased signal flux between communities but with different interaction patterns compared with those seen in PS1. Specifically, it exhibited significant flux between Community 4 and Community 6 (mMcl1 regulation) at t = 7474s, suggesting that mBid was being inhibited by mMcl1. Also, there was significant signal flux from Community 2, which regulates cytochrome c release from the mitochondria, toward Community 3, indicating that pores were already formed in the mitochondria and cytochrome c was being released to aid with the formation of the apoptosome. Therefore, dynamic visualization of signal flow across communities confirms our hypothesis about signal execution and demonstrates the usefulness of PyViPR to explore the complex dynamics that occur in biochemical processes.

To further explore the effects of kinetic parameters in model behavior, we focused on local signal flow through mBid and its interactions, as they are tightly linked to MOMP and cellular time-to-death ([@bib60]). As shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, for PS1 we observed that most of mBid was used to transport cytosolic Bax to the mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM), whereas no activation of Bak occurred, suggesting that pore activity in the MOM was primarily due to Bax (see [Video S1](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We, therefore, hypothesized that the model with PS1 depends on Bax for apoptosis execution. In contrast, for PS2, we observed that mBid activity was primarily inhibited by the anti-apoptotic Mcl1 (see [Video S2](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We thus hypothesized that under PS2 an MCL-1 knockdown would free mBid to activate Bax and Bak and more rapidly commit cells to apoptosis. We tested both hypothesis derived from our visualization-based analysis using *in silico* experiments. First, we knocked out Bax and simulated EARM with PS1 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We found that knocking out Bax protected cells from apoptosis induction with TRAIL, confirming that Bax plays an important role in apoptosis regulation. We then knocked out Mcl1 and simulated EARM with PS2. We found that the time-to-death was reduced by 22.6%, corroborating that Mcl1 inhibition delayed apoptosis. As a control, we knocked out Mcl1 for PS1 and Bax for PS2 and found that the dynamics of cPARP were not considerably affected.Figure 4*In Silico* Knock outs of Bcl-2 Proteins Modulates PARP CleavageEARM was run using Parameter Set 1 (left) and Parameter Set 2 (right) and with knockout (KO) of either Bax or Mcl-1 as labeled. Bax KO has a significant effect on the dynamics of PARP cleavage (yellow line) for Parameter Set 1 but almost no noticeable effect for Parameter Set 2 (right). In contrast, Mcl-1 KO has almost no effect for Parameter Set 1 (left) but a significant effect in Parameter Set 2 (right).

Video S1. Dynamic Visualization of EARM Simulated with Parameter Set 1, Related to Figure 3The visualization is zoomed in on mitochondrial Bid to observe how it is being consumed. For EARM simulated with Parameter Set 1, most of mBid was used to transport cytosolic Bax to the mitochondrial outer membrane.

Video S2. Dynamic Visualization of EARM Simulated with Parameter Set 2, Related to Figure 3The visualization is zoomed in on mitochondrial Bid to observe how it is being consumed. For EARM simulated with Parameter Set 2, most of mBid was inhibited by the antiapoptotic protein Mcl1

Taken together, our results demonstrate that despite multiple parameters fitting the data equally well, apoptosis is executed differently for each parameter set. Our observations align with experimental results that show cellular dependence on Bcl-2 regulators for apoptosis execution ([@bib19], [@bib67]). Importantly, visualization of the dynamic process enabled us to identify key reactions under different parameter sets and generate testable hypotheses to better understand the execution mechanism.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this paper, we presented PyViPR, a tool to visualize the structure and dynamics of biochemical network models. PyViPR enables a straightforward workflow of model creation, analysis, visualization, and hypothesis generation. Additionally, PyViPR integrates community detection algorithms to organize the nodes of biochemical networks and ease the exploration of complex networks. Lastly, PyViPR provides an interface for intuitive dynamic visualization that facilitates the observation of signal flow across biochemical models.

Multiple tools exist for static visualization of biological networks. Some of the tools used to visualize reaction-based models include Dynetica ([@bib22]), COPASI ([@bib7]), CySBML ([@bib43]), and Omix ([@bib21]). Although these tools provide useful visualizations of biochemical models, they are implemented as Graphical User Interfaces, which can hinder the creations of pipelines for model creation, visualization, and analysis. Also, these tools can become difficult to use as network complexity increases. PyViPR aims to address these issues by enabling access to community detection algorithms for network simplification and facilitating the model definition, visualization, and analysis pipelines in a single Jupyter Notebook environment.

Various tools for visualization of rule-based models have also been published. These include Simmune ([@bib12]), BioNetGen ([@bib59], [@bib58]), rxncon ([@bib61]), Virtual Cell ([@bib62]), and Kappa ([@bib10]). All of these tools take advantage of the structured definition of molecules and rules to generate intelligible visualizations of large models. PyViPR does not use these structured definitions and instead uses the rule-based modeling framework to obtain the set of reactions from a given model. This set of reactions is often larger than the number of rules, thus limiting the size of models that can be intelligibly visualized with PyViPR. To address this potential shortcoming, we leveraged the flexibility of a Python-based environment and provided an interface to BioNetGen\'s atom-rules graph algorithm.

Visualization tools to explore the dynamics of temporal network processes can be classified into three groups based on the components animated: (1) Species nodes animation, where the simulated species concentration is mapped onto the size/color of nodes (e.g. COPASI \[[@bib7]\], Narrator \[[@bib64]\], CytoModeler \[[@bib46]\]); (2) species nodes and edge animation, where the simulated species concentration is mapped onto the size/color of nodes, whereas reaction rate values are encoded into the edge thickness (e.g. DBSolve \[[@bib30]\]); and (3) rules nodes and edges animation (e.g. DIN-Viz \[[@bib24]\]), where the number of hits of a rule is mapped into the node size, and the influence of one rule on another is encoded into the edge width. Similar to the first two groups of dynamic visualization approaches, PyViPR maps the species concentrations into nodes. The main difference, however, is that PyViPR encodes the reaction rates into edges width and colors in a more insightful way as it highlights the edges that carry most of the signal flow. Additionally, PyViPR is better suited for dynamic visualization of large networks, as it can use community detection algorithms to cluster nodes and then animate the coarse-grained network with the simulation results. Lastly, it is difficult to compare PyViPR with the third group of visualization tools, as PyViPR uses a species graph, whereas the latter uses a rules graph to encode the simulation results. However, one advantage that PyViPR has is that the visualization can be easily communicated to non-modeling scientists, as it only requires knowledge about the biological network being studied.

We believe that PyViPR could be incorporated into existing modeling and simulation workflows provided by Python-based tools such as Tellurium notebooks ([@bib47]) and PySCeS ([@bib49]). In the future, we plan to incorporate community-detection algorithms that consider the weight of the edges for the clustering of nodes. Additionally, we plan to improve the synchronization from the JavaScript frontend to the Python backend to enable users to interactively modify model parameters and components.

All the model exploratory analyses, which include model calibration, visualization, hypothesis exploration, and testing, were performed in Jupyter Notebooks. These shareable and reusable notebooks contain all the source code and markup text that explains the rationale for each step in the analysis. We believe that access to these resources will promote reproducibility and transparency by enabling other researchers to rerun or expand the presented model analysis. We invite the community to contribute to open-source tools such as PyViPR to improve model analysis and visualization (see [Supplement Information](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} Section and <https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/LoLab-VU/PyViPR/master>).

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

Although PyViPR can visualize a broad range of systems biology models, it is not a panacea for model visualization. Specifically, PyViPR has limitations to generate intelligible networks of rule-based models with rules that generate a few hundreds of molecular reactions. This limitation emerges because PyViPR visualizations are created from the molecular reactions, which are typically more numerous than model rules, instead of the monomers and rules encoded in a model. In this case, specialized visualization tools such as atom-rules ([@bib58]), rxncon ([@bib61]), and Kappa ([@bib10]) could be better suited to obtain intelligible visualizations of rule-based models.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

The python package PyViPR is an open-source project under the MIT License. Stable releases of PyViPR are available on PyPi, and the latest unreleased version can be downloaded from GitHub (<https://github.com/LoLab-VU/PyViPR>). The documentation with examples and description of the available functions is available at <https://PyViPR.readthedocs.io>. A Jupyter notebook with the code to reproduce all the figures included in the manuscript can be found in binder <https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/LoLab-VU/PyViPR/master>.

Supplemental Information {#appsec3}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods and Figures S1--S4Table S1. Values of EARM Calibrated Parameters, Related to Figure 3Calibrated kinetic parameter values for EARM. Values were obtained using the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The first column corresponds to the parameter name. The second and third columns correspond to the kinetic values for Parameter Set 1 and Parameter Set 2, respectively.
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